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The origins of Wikipedia

• Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, free-content encyclopaedia 
project supported by the Wikimedia Foundation and based on an 
openly editable model. The name "Wikipedia" is a portmanteau of the 
words wiki (from the Hawaiian word wiki, meaning "quick") and 
encyclopaedia. 

• Wikipedia was founded as an offshoot of Nupedia, a now-abandoned 
project to produce a free encyclopaedia. Nupedia had an elaborate 
system of peer review and required highly qualified contributors, but 
the writing of articles was slow. During 2000, Jimmy Wales, founder 
of Nupedia, and Larry Sanger, whom Wales had employed to work 
on the project, discussed ways of supplementing Nupedia with a 
more open, complementary project. Multiple sources suggested that 
a wiki might allow members of the public to contribute material, and 
Nupedia's first wiki went online on January 10, 2001.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia



The origins of Wikipedia

• The new project was given the name "Wikipedia" and launched on its 
own domain, wikipedia.com, on January 15, 2001 (now called 
"Wikipedia Day" by some users). 

• In May 2001, a large number of non-English Wikipedias were 
launched — in Catalan, Chinese, Dutch, Esperanto, French, German, 
Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and 
Swedish. These were soon joined by Arabic and Hungarian. In 
September, Polish was added, and further commitment to the 
multilingual provision of Wikipedia was made. At the end of the year, 
Afrikaans, Norwegian, and Serbo-Croatian versions were announced.



The beginning 
of the Polish Wikipedia

The most popular English-language Wikipedia contains now 
nearly 3.5 million entries.  It was only a few months old when 
Paweł Jochym, a nuclear physicist from Cracow discovered it 
for himself.
It is difficult to believe it now.   Everybody knows and uses it.
The first entry in the Polish language Wiki was : ‘Titius-Body 
principle’



The languages of Wikipedia

• Wikipedia is written in English. Started in 2001, it currently contains 
4,532,899 articles. Many other Wikipedias are available; some of the 
largest are listed below.

• More than 1,000,000 articles: Deutsch, español, français, italiano, 
Nederlands, polski, русский, svenska

• More than 400,000 articles: català, 日本語, norsk bokmål, 
português, Tiếng Việt, українська, 中文

• More than 200,000 articles: العربية, Bahasa Indonesia, Bahasa 
Melayu, čeština, српски / srpski, فارسی, 한국어, magyar, română, 
suomi, Türkçe

• More than 50,000 articles: български, dansk, eesti, Ελληνικά, 
English (simple), Esperanto, euskara, galego,  עברית, �ह�द�, hrvatski, 
latviešu, lietuvių, norsk nynorsk, slovenčina, slovenščina, 
srpskohrvatski/српскохрватски, ไทย, اردو





What is Wiki and who is it for? 

Wikipedia – the free encyclopaedia
• Anyone can edit the articles
• Anyone can use the articles
• The articles are grouped into 8 categories 

Categories – Wiki in English. 

In Polish Wiki there are 10 categories.

ArtsArts HistoryHistory SocietySociety BiographyBiography

Technolog
y

Technolog
y MathematicsMathematics GeographyGeography ScienceScience



How is the page built?



The beginning 
of the Wikipedia in other languages

Task

Find out how Wiki started in your country.  Compare the information 
with other participants ( e.x. what’s the position of the country, 
regarding the number of articles). What was the first entry in your 
own language?



Wikipedia: Policies and guidelines

• Wikipedia is an encyclopaedia
• Wikipedia is a free set of knowledge

• A neutral point of view

• Verifiability
• No original research



What is Wikipedia not ? 

• a dictionary
• a publisher of original thought
• a soapbox or means of promotion
• a mirror or a repository of links, images, or media files
• a blog, Web hosting service, social networking service, 

or memorial site
• a directory
• a manual, guidebook, textbook, or scientific journal
• a crystal ball
• a newspaper
• an indiscriminate collection of information

And Wikipedia is not censored



Copyrights

Important note: The Wikimedia Foundation does not own copyright on 

Wikipedia article texts and illustrations. It is therefore pointless to email 

our contact addresses asking for permission to repr oduce articles or 

images.

If you wish to reuse content from Wikipedia, first read the Reusers' rights and 

obligations section. You should then read the Creative Commons Attribution-

ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License and the GNU Free Documentation License.



Neutral point of view

Editing from a neutral point of view (NPOV) means representing fairly, 

proportionately, and, as far as possible, without bias, all of the significant 

views that have been published by reliable sources on a topic. 

All Wikipedia articles and other encyclopedic content must be written 

from a neutral point of view. 

Back



Verifiability

In Wikipedia, verifiability means that people reading and editing the 

encyclopedia can check that the information comes from a reliable source. 

Wikipedia does not publish original research. Its content is determined by 

previously published information rather than the beliefs or experiences of 

its editors. 

Even if you're sure something is true, it must be v erifiable before you 

can add it.



No original research

Wikipedia articles must not contain original resear ch . The phrase 

"original research" (OR) is used on Wikipedia to refer to material - such as 

facts, allegations, and ideas - or which no reliable, published sources exist. 

This includes any analysis or synthesis of published material that serves to 

advance a position not advanced by the sources. 



Be bold

Wikipedia: Be bold can be explained in three words: "Go for it". The 

Wikipedia community encourages users to be bold when updating the 

encyclopedia . Wikis like ours develop faster when everybody helps to fix 

problems, correct grammar, add facts, make sure wording is accurate, etc. We 

would like everyone to be bold and help make Wikipedia a better 

encyclopedia. 

Don't get upset if your bold edits get deleted.



General disclaimer

Wikipedia is an online open-content collaborative encyclopaedia; 

that is, a voluntary association of individuals and groups working to develop 

a common resource of human knowledge. The structure of the project allows 

anyone with an Internet connection to alter its content. Please be advised that 

nothing found here has necessarily been reviewed by people with the 

expertise required to provide you with complete, accurate or reliable 

information.

Wikipedia cannot guarantee the validity of the info rmation found here.



Wiki family



Creating articles

Remember that if the article is not acceptable, it will be deleted quickly. Wikipedia has 

a new pages patrol division where people check new articles shortly after creation.

• Articles that do not meet notability guidelines and  do not cite reliable published 

sources are likely to be deleted.

• Do not create pages about yourself , your company , your band or your friends , nor 

pages that advertise . Personal essays or other articles you would not find in an 

encyclopedia.

• Be careful about the following: copying things , controversial material, extremely 

short articles , and local-interest articles .

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Contents



Creating the first article

Click here to create an article now!



How to test the new entry



Task
Find in Wikipedia the entry: Centrum 
Edukacji Nauczycieli w Koszalinie 



How to write an entry that is 
in respect of correct style



Common language 
and editorial mistakes



Task

Check in Support of Wikipedia in your own 
language, if there are also tips on linguistic 
correction.



Ten suggestions how to use 
Wikipedia wisely

1. Be censorious while reading all the entries.
2. Always check the sources.
3. Check whether the sources given are real.
4. Compare with other language version.
5. Pay attention to the evaluation of the entry.
6. Check at least one independent source.
7. Use ‘Google test’.
8. Check the history of the entry.
9. Check the list of authors of the entry.
10. Above all, think while reading!



Copying from Wikipedia



How to travel through hypertex t



Task
Editing hypertext (materiał w formie elektronicznej)



Wikipedia in education

Wikipedia is a rich source of information, which is 
constantly verified.  Yet, there may occur mistakes or 
inaccuracy.

Task
Use the browser to place an entry: „Grundtwig” in your own 

language, then compare the results with other participants



Wikipedia in education

Można wskazać dwa obszary zastosowania wikimediów w edukacji. Pierwszym 

z nich jest wykorzystanie wikimediów przez uczniów w celach edukacyjnych

(uczniowie jako konsumenci, charakter pasywny), jako narzędzie poznawcze, 

do budowania własnych struktur wiedzy oraz realizacji stawianych przed nimi 

zadań. Drugim obszarem jest udział uczniów w powstawaniu wikimediów

(uczniowie jako twórcy, charakter aktywny) poprzez dostarczanie przez nich 

treści, z których mogą skorzystać inne osoby. 

Źródło: http://edunet.amu.edu.pl/mae2012/34_Socha_2012.pdf

W dydaktyce można wykorzystać Wikipedię np. do realizacji projektów 
edukacyjnych w gimnazjum, do pracy z wikiprojektami



Jimmy WalesJimmy Wales

Powrót



Larry SangerLarry Sanger

Powrót



Sources

• http://www.ceo.org.pl/pl/szkola2zero/news/
wikipedia-w-szkole-1

• Wikipedia web pages in different 
languages




